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DRAGOON 1 
Blasts into your home-full details inside! 

PLUS! 
DARKSTALKERS 2 

SHELLSHOCK HFL‘96 
WWE WRESTLEMANIA 



Can you make 
split second decisions? 

Sorry, too late. 

One of the jets displayed on your radar screen is an RAF Tornado interceptor. 
Should it identify, engage or destroy its target? It’s your call. 
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PREVIEWS 
WWF WRESTLEMANIA 
NFL FOOTBALL 

REVIEWS 

PLUS! 



SHOWCASES 
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Ln Development 
Once again^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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Rather than concentrate on one coin-op alone this 
month we’ve decided to take a look at a few of the 
impending coin-op releases. It’s a mixed bag 
indeed with the return of Sega's most notorious 
representative, some out of its box boxing and a 
chance to get in the saddle of the Manx TT 
Superbike. 
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gBM [sports sm i intention of penetrating the defensive line with a quarterback sneak. 





“I got a letter from the government the other day. I opened and read 
it, it said they were suckers ” Public Enemy were among the first, but 
these days homeboy culture has made it all the way from Compton to 
Trumpton. Core’s Shellshock is the latest to go gansta style. 
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Now that Core have well and truly re-established themselves as 
Saturn development gurus with the arrival of Thunderhawk 2, 
what’s left for them to do? Retire in the Bahamas and sip cock¬ 
tails all day? No, nothing like it. They’re going to release more 
Saturn games than you can shake a stick at, and among them is 
Biam! Machinehead - a shoot 'em up with a difference... 







Letters 



I ATTEMPTING TO WRITE 
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SATURN CD GAMES SEGA SATURN ONLY £309.99 

FREE FAST DEL^HP 
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4t> SEGA SATURN 
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There’s been several attempts to 
^ but so far, the efforts seen have been 

when you consider just how far you can push the genre t 
people are expecting more than 
■■■y quid’s worth, but were we really expecting to i 
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bring an atmospheric RPG to the 



SEGA SATURN 
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DAYTONA TIME ATTACK' 
COMPETlWlRESULTS! After slogging you- way Brough Daytona for, ooh, five montlis or so, we’ve collated ynr best times together and finaly, come up 

with the winners for this amazing competition Although some of; your entries may have been prffM^tfrabte at tiw^i^nningof the 

^solutefy'lhg skj^^lyourown mei««effort!tKre's the winning times for you to peruse. ■ f* *1 f0" 



Review flafe 
Introduced by Bruce Forsyth: 

WING ARMS 68 
FIFA SOCCER 70 
SCOTTISH OPEN VIRTUAL GOLF 72 
JOHNNY BAZOOKATONE 74 
TOH SHIN DEN 76 
CYBERIA 78 
CASPER THE FRIENDLY GHOST 80 
D’S DINER 82 
TRUE PINBALL 84 
WORLD CUP GOLF 86 



SEGA SATURN 
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SEGA SATURN 







£2? SEGA SATURN 







4f> SEGA SATURN 
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4i> SEGA SATURN 87_■ 





















ALSO OUT NOU 







guitar playin', hair sprayin', devil slayin'... 
..a string of number one tracks, this boy is bigger than the Beaties 

it's only rock & roll 
..but some things are worth playing for. 

Releasing December '95 
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